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Height field geometry



Environment lighting
Represented by e.g. cube maps



Directly lit height fields



The two core problems

•Visibility of the light source (our focus)

• Integration of the incident light over visibility



Visibility problem
Generic geometryDirect lighting

Find the sky by ray tracing



Visibility problem
Height field geometryDirect lighting

Find the horizon Computation 
complexity is O(n3)



Previous state of the art



Previous state of the art

2.5 Hz, 10242 resolution
16 azimuthal directions, G80 hardware



There’s a faster way

Process lines instead 
of elements

Extract horizon values 
from remembered data



Extracting horizon

The dominant 
occluder comes 
from the convex 
hull subset



Convex hull

1 Add a new value
2 Retain convexity
3 Find dominant occluder

- Can be implemented as a stack
- Pop until the tail is convex
- The last element in the set is your occluder 

Results in an O(n) op. for a line of n elems



Spawn adjacent threads
Repeat for many directions



Texture reads, coalesced writes



Results
Time complexity reduction from O(n3) to O(n2) 

38 Hz (up from 2.5 Hz)No geometry approximations
Soft and hard shadows



The new state of the art



Current research: Indirect lighting

When light hits the surface, the surface becomes 
a light source itself, and further lights the surface.

The surface can also have its own output radiance:  
beacons, fires, building windows, embedded displays...



Visibility problem
Indirect lighting

It is not enough 
to just find the sky

Generic geometry



Previous state of the art



Visibility problem
Indirect lighting Height field geometry



How to improve?



Series of concave + convex hulls
Bars represent boundaries



Tree of convex hulls



Tree of convex hulls



Tree of convex hulls



Statistics
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Complexity will be roughly O(operations + horizons)

Improvement over O(N/2) = O(512)?



THE END


